
 

EUROLITE LED DMF-2 Hybrid Flower Effect
Double flower effect with matrix projections and 2 strobe effects

Art. No.: 51918561
GTIN: 4026397594355

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397594355

Weight: 1,41 kg

Length: 0.22 m

Width: 0.23 m

Heigth: 0.13 m

Description:

The LED DMF-2 Hybrid Flower Effect by Eurolite is a high-performance derby matrix light effect
with 3 preset programs that can be played either fully automatically in automatic mode or sound-
controlled via the integrated microphone. The running speed can be adjusted in 9 levels.

The fixture comes equipped with a total 54 LEDs that generate impressive flower effects in
vibrant RGB colors. 12 additional white LEDs produce rapid strobe effects.

The LED DMF-2 comes in a sturdy all-metal enclosure with convection cooling that sports an
adjustable bracket and safety eye for secure mounting. It also has 4 operating buttons for power
on/off, mode and program selection as well as speed regulation. This lighting effect is perfectly
suitable for portable use in home party rooms and smaller discos!

Features:

- White LEDs provide dynamic strobe effects
- Comfortable setting via four operating buttons
- 12 powerful LEDs SMD 5050 cold white (CW)
- 54 powerful LEDs 5 mm R/G/B
- Multi beam effect; flower effect; Strobe effect
- Integrated show programs
- The device is cooled by passive convection cooling
- Control via stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone
- With Mounting bracket
- Silent operation
- For application areas such as: Party room; Decoration
 Package contents
- 1 x light effect, 1 x user manual, 1 x power cord

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn51918561.html


Technical specifications:

Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 5 W

IP classification: IP20

Power connection: Mains input via IEC connector (M) mounting
version power supply cord with safety plug
(provided)

Lamp type: LED lamp

LED: 12 x SMD 5050 cold white (CW)

 54 x 5 mm R/G/B

Cooling: Passive convection cooling

Control: Stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone

Housing color: Black

Attachment system: Mounting bracket

Dimensions: Length: 18 cm

 Width: 20 cm

 Height: 13 cm

Weight: 1,21 kg

Noise classification: Class 0 (no noise at all)

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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